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About Me
●

●

●
●

●

I was a software developer most of my career and
security bug bounty hunter on the side
Recently switched to application security full time but
I’m here personally, not on behalf of my
employer
Have presented before at BSides Philly and BSides DC
Was involved in some early anti-spam work:
●
Co-chaired IRTF’s Anti Spam Research Group (ASRG)
●
Involved in IETF pre-standards work for SPF/DKIM
●
Created protocol for exchanging spam reports
(MARF / RFC 5965)
Also did some non-security standards work:
●
RFCs 4180 (CSV fles) and 6922 (SQL MIME type)
●
Participated in W3C’s CSV for the Web group

DISCLAIMER!!!

Don’t do anything without
talking to a (good) lawyer frst!

Origin of This Talk - Crypto Absolutes

“In Crypto We Trust"
- Common Bitcoin saying

"The laws of mathematics are very
commendable, but the only law that applies
in Australia is the law of Australia."
- Australia PM Turnbull to ZDNet

About This Talk
There has been focus lately on E2E encryption BUT
crypto is just one layer
●
I was curious about attacks on other layers
●
NO CRYPTO MATH in this talk
●
Some of these “attacks” may look simplistic and
not cool, but they get the job done
●
This is a technical discussion - not political, moral,
legal or philosophical
●
I stand on the shoulders of giants – I will be
referencing a lot of research within the community
●
Not exhaustive
●
Intended to spark conversation
●
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Introduction – What are Crypto
Messengers?
Crypto messengers are applications that
allow communication between two or more
parties over the Internet while using end to
end encryption to protect content
●
Usually run on mobile devices (Android /
iOS) but some have desktop and web clients
●
Examples include: WhatsApp, Signal,
Threema, Facebook Messenger, Keybase
Chat, Google’s Allo, Telegram, Apple’s
iMessage, Line, Wickr, CryptoCat, etc.
●

Introduction – End to end vs. hop to
hop encryption
Historically, many Internet protocols used a store
and forward model; if encryption was supported,
then it decrypted and re-encrypted at each stage
●
Examples include SMTP, UUCP, FidoNet, etc.
●
HTTPS can sometimes be hop to hop (proxies,
CDNs, etc.)
●
End to end encryption encrypts the message data
between the initial and last hops, in theory not
allowing anyone in between ability to read the
message (although routing data may still be
present)
●

Introduction – Example of SMTP
transfer

Image from EFF

What’s at Stake?
●

There are many types of data within a secure
messaging application that someone might want
to take/steal/attack:
●
Text/hyperlinks – can be used against users
●
Content of fles transferred including images,
audio, video and documents, and their metadata
●
Metadata – when messages/data were
received/sent and how big they were; how each
party is typing on the device (stylometry /
biometrics); can break anonymity
●
Social connections – who is talking to whom,
including other members in a group chat; who is
group admin (legal issues)

What’s at Stake?

“If you give me six lines written by the
hand of the most honest of men, I will
find something in them which will hang
him.”
- Attributed to Cardinal Richelieu (French statesman)

Threats Vary by Actor
●

Classmates
●

Competitors
●

●
●

Employers

Corporations
●

Employees
●

●

Governments
●

Contractors

Family members

Hackers
●

●

Neighbors

- Roommates

Journalists

1/4: Attacking the (human) user
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Is the user running the right app?
How does an average user know they
installed the right app?
●
For Android and iOS, they are relying on the
app stores, which have weak trust systems
●
It is even worse if apps are removed from
the app stores (ex. VPNs in China), and need
to be side loaded
●
For an average user, there is no easy way to
know
●
Better trust and verifcation needed
●

Example: Telegram for Android – same icons, misspelled
names, diferent vendors – top left corner is real

Example – WhatsApp for Android

Only top two on the left are real, many
others have the same vendor name
●
Vendor names have empty spaces/Unicode
●
Originally discovered by Reddit members
●

Example – WhatsApp for iOS – the real
one is top right corner

“Evil maid” attack
When you leave your phone / tablet
somewhere and someone else gains access
●
They can get full access to your crypto
messengers as well or install a root kit
●
Can copy data via a USB connection
●
Make sure you always encrypt and lock your
devices; and don’t leave it around
●
Possible solutions include having a password
/ PIN / crypto on the apps, or extra controls
around USB connections (like in iOS 11)
●

“The $5 wrench attack” - forcing the
user to unlock
A human user can be forced / asked /
convinced / tortured to unlock their device
●
This is especially problematic for users
crossing borders and group chats
●
Some solutions may include two sets of
PINs, with the second set either sending an
alert or showing innocuous content
●
Older messages can also be automatically
re-encrypted or deleted
●
Travel light
●

“Evil friend” attack
Coercing a group member or infltrating a
group, technique as old as mankind
●
Provides access to the group content
●
Some solutions include limiting admin
access or splitting it
●
Identities within group chats should not be
tied to phone numbers, and be diferent
then other parts of the app
●
Stricter control over types of content
exchanged
●

User Interface (UI) challenges
In many messengers, E2E encryption is not
enabled by default, and isn’t easy to fnd
●
In some apps, crypto is enabled but not set to the
most secure settings
●
Average users are fooled into thinking they are
protected
●
Handling of notifcations when crypto keys change
is not always user friendly - users will often ignore
security warnings, and won’t bother verifying the
new keys
●
Some apps will resend and re-encrypt the
messages automatically (see article)
●

UI issues – Telegram Example (source)

Content Spoofng
It is possible to spoof content with the apps, thus
fooling users into clicking things they shouldn’t
●
Basically same concerns as the web and email,
and fle attachments, same solutions may apply
●
Example of IDN homograph attack in WhatsApp vs.
Chrome – real world example from last week:
●

2/4: Endpoint attacks

"Encryption works. Properly implemented
strong crypto systems are one of the few
things that you can rely on. Unfortunately,
endpoint security is so terrifically weak that
NSA can frequently find ways around it."
- Edward Snowden (source: Guardian)

Can you trust your messenger app?
●

●

●

●

●

We discussed earlier that it is hard for the user to fnd
the right app, if they do fnd and install the right app,
can they trust it not to be malicious?
Even if end to end encryption is used, if the app itself
is compromised then no encryption will help
For open source messengers, does the binary match
the source and can we prove it?
For closed source messengers, how do we know
what’s in the source and the build, and do they
match?
Some solutions may include verifable builds, third
party audits and expanding disclosure programs to
encourage researchers to decompile and look inside

Example – Telegram for Android
●

●

●
●
●

●

The founder (Pavel Durov) claims that the FBI tried to
bribe one of his developers to put in a back door
One of his ex-employees is claiming that part of the
development of Telegram is still done in Russia,
possibly by employees tied to the government
Iran and Russia are suing and fning Telegram
Clients are open source but E2E crypto is of by default
Who is right? No way to know and I am not picking
sides here
But with third party auditing, verifable builds, open
source clients and disclosure programs some
assurance is possible

Is your messenger app leaking
metadata?
Most messengers ofer fle exchange as a feature
including images, videos and other fle types
●
Images and videos can carry metadata like GPS
coordinates and phone model/serial number
●
Other fle types can carry metadata as well like
name, MAC ID, etc. for document fles
●
Are users aware that phones and apps can embed
metadata by default?
●
Is your messenger app “fle metadata” aware and
will strip those out?
●
Messenger identifes are often tied to phone
numbers, is that leaking too?
●

Can you trust other apps on your
phone?
●

●

●

●

●

Crypto messengers may store messages, logs and
fles/images/videos on an SD card, without encryption
Other applications have access to the SD card and
steal that data, they can also intercept certain system
wide messages (for example broadcasts and log
events on Android)
Apps can get permission and ability to record the
screen (see my post on FLAG_SECURE and this article
on Uber for iOS having such permissions as discovered
by Will Strafach)
Crypto apps can fail to delete old media (WhatsApp
had that problem, I reported it under CVE-2017-8769,
it was fxed)
Can you trust your other apps?

OS features that can leak data
●

●

●

●

Is your phone setup to backup application data?
●
Will that include crypto keys and message content?
●
Will that content automatically fow to other devices /
computer which may be less secure than your
phone?
●
Are you connecting your work computer to this?
On Android, photo apps like Google Photos, Dropbox,
Amazon Backup, etc. will often look for images on the
SD card and ofer to back them up
OSes also collect diagnostic and logging data which is
beamed back to the mothership
The virtual keyboard being used, whether OS default
or custom, can collect stylometry and behavioral data

Can you trust your phone OS and
frmware?
Like just mentioned, OS can collect metadata
●
Sometimes, OS can intentionally collect data about
the user and the apps running, like
the recent OnePlus case has shown
●
Is your frmware as delivered OTA by your carrier
actually the same as provided by the OS vendor?
●
If you are rooting and fashing your ROM, do you
know if the frmware you are using is trusted?
●
There are other parts of the phone besides the OS
and the frmware that can be targeted – WiFi /
Bluetooth chips, baseband modem, coprocessors,
etc.
●

3/4: Network and server attacks
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What is running on the servers?
There is no way to know what is running on the
servers of many crypto messenger providers, even for
open source ones; this includes infrastructure and
people who manage it
●
Most providers have access to metadata like
identities/phone numbers, social graphs, when
messages are sent, etc. For non E2E chats, they have
access to full content as well.
●
Signal has recently begun to explore solutions in this
space by forcing some server side code to run inside a
trusted enclave for contact matching, which can use
crypto to prove that it is isolated and secure
●
There may be a place for third party assurance here
●

Phone network/SS7 attacks
●

●

●

●

●

●

Many crypto messengers tie the user identity to a
phone number, and verify that identity via SMS; some
will provide access to old messages as well
Access to incoming SMS messages = messenger
access
SMS uses the global phone network (SS7) which has
weak access controls, allowing parties at the
backbone full access
Other attacks include forcing the porting of a number,
cloning SIM cards, enabling SMS forwarding
In some countries like Russia, transfer of control over
SMS can be done by national security bodies without
courts
Untying the identity from SMS and using 2FA may help

Dangers of cloud messaging / push
notifcations
Mobile apps have ability to send and receive
messages via cloud messaging (FCM/GCM for
Android, APNs for iOS)
●
There are some third party services as well from
Amazon, Baidu, Samsung, etc.
●
Some messenger apps rely on this functionality
since it can wake up the device
●
While the data is encrypted in these point to point,
IT IS NOT always end to end encrypted
●
Even if apps encrypt the packets, some metadata
is still accessible to the cloud messaging provider
●
Maybe safer to use only if needed
●

Dangers of rolling your own
networking stack
Some apps do not use the standard OS networking
stack and roll their own, this is more common than
you think
●
Some reasons include “better” security, latency, etc.
●
In my own testing, SSL validation is usually broken in
these cases – at least one “crypto” app I tested had
this issue
●
Some apps rely on third party SDKs / providers to do
the messaging for them, SSL is also usually broken
●
I tested at least one “crypto” app using a third party
SDK with that issue
●
CERT/CC did massive testing on Android apps for SSL
issues back in 2014, many of those apps still have not
been fxed
●

Systems that deal with abuse
●

●

●

●

●

●

Using end to end encryption provides new challenges as to
how to deal with abuse (see IETF draft for examples)
Such systems may need access to the content and
metadata
Even if the abuse systems are running on the endpoints
only, they still need to communicate with the cloud
Hashing is used to detect weed out child pornography,
used for virus/malware detection and monitoring bad
hyperlinks
All such systems will reveal data, and false positive rates
are not known
As the recent Kaspersky case has shown, it can also be
used maliciously to monitor content for specifc fles or
hyperlinks

4/4: Supply chain attacks

"as I hurtled through space, one
thought kept crossing my mind - every
part of this rocket was supplied by the
lowest bidder."
- Attributed to astronaut John Glenn (source: NPR)

What are supply chain attacks?
The software supply chain includes developer
tools, the build process / toolchain, various
libraries, components and tools that feed into the
build, and delivery of the software to the end user
●
Hardware attacks on the supply chain include
intercepting hardware shipments, or implanting
malware at the factory, may focus on the end user
●
Many parts of the supply chain are weaker in
security than the software vendors themselves
●
Recent examples include CCleaner, Eltima,
hijacked Chrome extensions (Web Developer), NPM
/ PyPi fake packages, NotPetya / MeDoc, etc.
●

Attacking software components
●

●
●
●

●

●

●

●

Most software built today includes lots of components,
often open source, dependencies bring even more in
Some include compiled and hard to inspect binaries
Most are distributed through centralized package sites
Several attacks this year inserted malicious packages into
NPM and PyPI, with similar names to existing packages
At least one instance of a commercial company “acquiring”
and “enhancing” open-source Atom plugins (Kite Software)
There have been vulnerabilities with package permissions (
RubyGems), packages that “call home” (EHCache),
allegations of back-doors (OpenBSD), etc.
Management/security of open source isn’t always great,
applies to commercial software as well
Do you know what components are in crypto messengers?

Runtime libraries
●

●

●

●

●

It is common for mobile apps on Android and iOS to include
other runtime SDKs and libraries for things like error
reporting, payment processing, integrations, ads, etc.
This will often talk to their own servers and send data from
the device in their own ways
These libraries and their trafc may be less secure, and
may share portions of private app data or keys
My own informal testing has shown that error handling
libraries on Android will often accept self signed SSL
certifcates intentionally or transmit data without SSL at all,
presumingly to aid error reporting
Do you know what libraries / SDKs are in your favorite
messenger app, what kind of data they share, and where it
goes?

Attacking the build process
●

●

●
●
●

The build process usually proceeds from developer to
source code repository to build server to artifact repository
When mobile apps are ready for release, they are digitally
signed and uploaded to the app store
Some of these parts can be outsourced to third parties
Subverting any part of this process can subvert the app
Examples of attacks:
●
Developer’s desktops or developers themselves (like
Telegram)
●
Source code repository
●
Build servers/infrastructure
●
Release process and app store accounts
●
Bug database
●
Other employees within the organization that have access
to these

Supply Chain Attacks – Tin Foil Hat
Examples
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Intercepting hardware shipments to implant malware (
source)
Viruses that infect hard drive frmware (source)
Antivirus software that grabs fles (source)
Attacking the baseband modem in phones (source)
Malicious microchips in laptops (source)
Malware that can travel by sound (source)
Internet crypto standards subverted (source)
Pacemakers can be hacked to kill people (source)
The Snowcrash virus that can invade the human brain
via hearing and speech (source, NOT REAL – for now)
Is anything safe?

In Closing

“You take the blue pill - the
story ends, you wake up in
your
bed
and
believe
whatever
you
want
to
believe. You take the red pill
- you stay in Wonderland
and I show you how deep
the rabbit-hole goes.”
- from “The Matrix”

In Closing
●

●

●

●

●

●

End to end encryption is a powerful tool, if implemented
correctly, but it is only one tool in the security toolbox
There are many hypothetical attacks that do not attack the
crypto directly, but they will depend on the adversary and
their resources
Most average users are still more at risk of falling for a
phishing email or having their phone physically stolen than
being attacked by a nation state
Another limiting factor is lack of qualifed human attackers,
that may change as AI automation in security evolves
As security professionals, we should think for ourselves and
don’t take the claims of others for granted, especially the
vendors of crypto messengers
I hope this talk will spark further conversation and
discussion within the community

Questions? Comments?

Email: research@nightwatchcybersecurity.com

